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( News Shorts
For Your
Information
Today - Life Planning Basic
Training from I p.m. to 4 p.m.,
Board Room, third floor, Administration Building.
Feb. 10 - MBA Toastmasters
Club will have a 9:30 a.m. social with a IO a.m. meeting in the
Business Administration Building, Rm. 113.
• The Anderson String Quartet
~ill perform at 7 p.m. in the
Media Theatre of the Library.
Feb. 11- Faculty members will
perform The Sonatas of Isabella
Lonarda at 3 p.m. at the Fine
Arts Recital Hall.
Feb. 13 - The Rehab Club will
meet during the activity period
at 12: 15p.m.
• The Students of Free Enterpri e will sponsor a congressional forum with Congressional
Candidates running for District
15 at noon in BA 110.
Feb. 14 - "Be Kind to Your
Heart Day" display on UC
Walkway and Scicn<:c Quad
from 11 a.m. to I p.m.

State
Juan Garcia Abrego pleaded innocent earlier this week to federal
charges of drug trafficking and
money laundering.
Reports of Garcia Abrego cooperating with federal authorities
were dismissed by Assistant U.S.
Attorney Melissa Annis as untrue.
Federal Magistrate Nancy
Johnson ordered Garcia Abrego to
continue to be held in custody
fearing he might flee.

Nation
Pat Buchanan was reported to
have won 13 delegates to the
Republican National Convention in the Louisiana Caucuses
earlier this week . Sen. Phil
Gramm had been announcing he
would take most or all of the 21
delegates.
Other Republican candidate
boycotted the caucuses out of
respect for next week' Iowa
caucus. Iowa is the traditional
kickoff state for presidential
races.

Cit>

World

Haiti 's president JeanBertrand Aristide stepped down
for newly elected Rene Preval
earlier this week. Aristide was
ousted as president by a military
coup in 1991 but returned to
power after·20,ooo U.S. troops
were sent to Haiti to ensure his
return to office in 1994. One of
the prerequisites for his return
to power was to oversee free
elections without his participation.

I

visits campus
to evaluate
·academic programs
Two year self study evaluates UTPA operations
Trinidad Gonzales
Staff Reporter

Editor's note: this is the first part in a three part series on UTPA 's self-study.
A visiting team of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools will be on
campus Feb. 20 -22 to evaluate UTPA and detennine whether it should be reaccredited .
SACS sets guidelines that universities have to meet to be able to grant accredited degrees. Those guidelines range from how the educational programs are run
to what kind of support the university provides to students.
The team is made up of different administrators from other universities located
in the South.
UTPA has been conducting a self-study the last two years to inspect all areas of
university operations. The study will be presented to the visiting committee. The
committee will examine the self-study report and make on-site inspections of
university operations while on campus.
Those in pections may range from visiting with different department heads
to talking with students Beatrice Mendez, editor of the self-study report, said.
"They (committee members) could interview the athletic director or the president," Mendez said. 'They will have access to anybody on campus.They may
want to interview different bodies of students."
But the committee's agenda of what they want to inspect will not be known
until they arrive, Mendez said.
One of the important areas of interest for the committee will be in institutional
effectiveness, Mendez said.
"Institutional effectiveness is very important... it is the cycle in which the institution plans and evaluates its programs," Mendez said. "The important thing about
it is for it to be a cycle."
A possible weakness pointed out in the self-study is that there is "no readily
identifiable institutional guidelines and procedµres to evaluate educational effectiveness ... "
The committee looking into this matter recommended that "the institution must
make a concerted effort to implement institution-wide procedures for assessing
the effectiveness of undergraduate instructional programs."
On Feb. 22 the committee will give an oral report concerning their findings on
this matter as well as others to the president during an open meeting. The university then have 30 days to respond to any concerns the committee has.
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The Pan American/Reina Martinez

Two-year-old Chelsea Lind cheers for the Broncs after borrowing
the pom-poms from a Bronc Cheerleader.

orum
ut
said, "This is for students ...this is for stu-

David Waltz
Managing editor

lbe questions were written on index cants and screened
Political candidates for district 15 discussed thOU' views, on by ~litical science members and according to Alfredo
education, Medicare and exploitation before a packed c~ ~ ptesident of the political science association, they
room in the Liberal Arts building earlier this week in a forum focused9Rthe subject areas that concerned students.
sponsored by the political science association.
~ que$tlons were of general interest to the crowd,"
The forum became heated right from the start when Dr. Marroquin said, "Everyone is entitled to their opinion. EvSamuel Freeman, a political science professor, objected to the eryone is invited to the forum. This was a fair forum."
way the forum was to be handled.
Pastor asked the candidates three questions concerning
"I object to the way questions are being asked. They(the education, Medicare, and the prevention of exploitation of
questions) could be slanted to favor one candidate and I feel workers by business.
the candidates should object also." Freeman said.
These are the general responses by the candidates.
moderathe
Pastor,
Eduardo
when
Freeman left the forum

Education
James Selman Ill (D) - Believes education is a right for every American. Opposes
cuts in financial aid.
Reynaldo Balli Jr. (D)- Opposes cuts in
financial aid and believes there is a basic
need for education.
Ruben Hinojosa (D)- Opposes cuts in financial aid.
Tony Dominguez (D) - Believes financial aid should be cut for the ones who do
not need it.
Renato Cuellar (D) - Opposes cuts in financial aid. Believes education is a must.
Jose Aliseda (R) - Believes in a government crackdown on loan defaults.
Tom Haughey (R) - Favors aid to students. A revolving fund should be available and the system should be efficient.

Medicare
Haughey - Believes in placing free enterprise in Medicare and reducing the rate of increase.
Aliseda - Believes in a major overhaul and
control the rate of growth.
Cuellar- Believes it is the wrong approach
to cut.
Dominguez - Believes there is a growing
need because there is more people who need
iL
Hinojosa - Believes in giving top quality
medical care.
Balli Jr. - Believes Medicare should not be
cut. Medicare should rise as inflation rises.
Selman III - Believes antitrust laws should
be enforced to increase competition to lower
prices.

Worker exploitation
Selman Ill - He is pro business and pro
jobs.
Balli Jr. - Believes in trying to bring industry to the Rio Grande Valley.
Hinojosa - Believes in the creation ofjobs.
Dominguez - Believes in creating businesses and enforcing current laws that already provides safeguard to workers.
Cuellar - Believes current laws should be
enforced jointly by employer and employee.
Aliseda - Believes in enforcing laws already in place and to make employee aware
of laws.
Haughey - Believes in enforcing laws already in place and to have adequate regulation to prevent exploitation.

AmeriCorps:
Getting
things done
Holly Meisel
Staff writer

•

0

s graduation day begins to
creep up in our lives, so do
the hefty college loans, and
many of us are left wondering how we are ever going to begin one
of the biggest paybacks we will ever experience?
When Cathy Harvey, AmerCorps: College Bound member, finally graduated,
her debt had escalated into the thousands.
By being a member of AmeriCorps:
College Bound, however, the 22 year old
journalism major already has a head start
on her bottomless-pit college loan debt.
"The program isn't going to pay for it
all, but it will definitely help in getting
me started on something that would have
taken me ten years to pay off," Harvey
said
What is AmeriCorps? It is the national
service movement that engages thousands of Americans of all ages and backgrounds in a domestic Peace Corpsgetting things done across America by
meeting the nation's education, public
safety, environmental and human needs.

See Corps, p. 6
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Opini"n
Homeless need more than shiny, clean hair

A

t times I get sick
over how \~e treat
the le<,s fortunate in
••
th is country. Do ) ou
rcali1e the level to which \Ve
have taken our apathy ? How
1iften have you passed that poor
'-OU I on the ~treet, the one
begging for food or money, and
ne\'e r once considered his plight.
If you did. then you probably
wondered why this "bum" was
111 your face, all dirty and
d1,placed, pressing you for
he lp ... and I wonder how far you
walked before his lingering
nnage vanished.
Through a series of mi sfortunes and bad personal choices, I
once was among the homeless,
although I counted myself
ex treme ly lucky because I stil l
had my truc k, a place to provide
at least minimum safety and
shelter. It was an interesting
ti me: for at the same moments
that I reached my low points, I
wa!> also able to discover myself
and some direction in life. After
'-Cvera I months I picked up my
Ii fe and reassembled the pieces
,o that I could go on and thrive not just survive.
I share this with you so that
not a soul can say that I have no
g rounds upon which to stand. I

7)1Ji11tiH(J ~iH(Jt>'S
Mark 1. Milam
do. I have walked with the
faceless on the streets and
looked into the eye of the
forgotten. It is a shameful
ituation in this country that we
eem to care more about women
and children in Bosnia than on
the streets of the heartland. Or, if
we do expre s care and concern,
it is in a token manner, such a
the sponsored event last week at
The End of the Road Ministry in
Harlingen.
the typical
•.- ith
ignorance and lack
of grace that has
ome to characterize
charity in the 9<Js, Finesse
shampoo and last year's Miss
USA, Shanna Moakler, marched
into the shelter and started
handing out little blue bottles of
Finesse shampoo to the crowd
that had gathered. A group that
should have consi ted of the
homeless and residents of the
shelter. Instead, Winter Tourists
and other curious onlookers
were drawn by Miss USA and
the camera crews.
Amy Grey, a Finesse consultant, was quoted as saying,

W

Students need true forum
When political candidates assemble together to
address their potential constituents, people gather to
listen to their views and ask que lions which are important to each individual so they, the people, can make an
informed choice. Unfortunately, the Political Science
As,ociation failed miserably in obtaining this objective
c.Junng a forum they ponsored Tuesday.
The American Heritage College Dictionary defines a
fornm in two ways, A. "A public meeting place for
open di , cussion," and B. "A medium for open discussion or voicing idea ."
The forum fit neither of these two definitions.
First, questions were written down on index cards
and screened, supposedly, by four members of the
association. This was not seen, however the
moderator was searching through many index
cards that were placed on the podium by different
members. Second, there were two different
colored index cards. Blue cards which were
handed out to the majority of the people
present and white cards, from which all
questions were asked.
This forum was not an open discussion or
a place for voicing ideas.
Our suggestion to the Political Scjence
Association is stop playing politics when
it comes to these forums. Your organization is suppo ed to be a student organization for the advancement of political
science. Screening question , suppressing opinions and giving bad impre sions is not good politics.
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comfort.
"Everyone needs to wash their
Shampoo does very little to
hair." Yeah, and everyone needs
solve real problems. People
to go to the bathroom as well...
olve problems, or force others
If you are handing out trivial
to act. I always try to accomplish
items to the downtrodden you
both. After this, maybe it will be
might as well hand out rolls of
easier to understand and view
toilet paper along with that
shampoo ... And how about some these people in a more positive
light. I am not saying that you
samples of perfume and a few
have to unload your coin purse
dozen plastic combs. What
into their hands, or work at a
purpose is served if I have clean
local soup kitchen, or donate
hair but cannot comb it?
food and old coats to make a
dehumanand
It is patronizing
difference.
izing to remind these people of
ust the change in
how much more inadequate they
your attitude and
are because they do not have
approach will
your
clean, silky and shining hair!
make enough difference
At times when I was homeless, ·••
for me because, if you do
I had dirty hair and had missed a
that, the rest will suddenly
few showers; but that was the
follow suit. We cannot save
least of my concerns. I was
everyone on the streets. Many of
trying to keep moving, get some
them have serious and deep
money and a little food, and not
problems. But we can still reach
dwell on the negative curve that
out. If you start to ignore one
my life had taken .
If the -intentions of Finesse and person, before long you will find
the Miss USA organization were you are blind to all those around
you. It is hard to care. It is even
to aid and assist the less fortumore of a challenge to help, but
nate, I could think of hundreds
it is not cliche to say that it will
of ways to provide meaningful
make a difference.
relief and charity. Some one
Take a spinning, reflective
should take out a check and a
look around yourself and your
pen and give places like The
world, and I think you will see
End of the Road Ministry some
what I am pointing out... If not,
needed money- funds for food,
then keep on passing by!
and
coats and a place of safety

h
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Professor expresses
concern over
congressional forum
held Tuesday
I thought evenls sponsored by
University organizations were open
LO everyone in the university. Indeed,
as a public university, my impression
was that such events were open to the
general public. Certainly, over the
years, members of the public have
attended numerous events on our
campus.
The Political Science Association
(PSA) apparently has a different
understanding-that events which it
sponsors are for students only. At the
Congressional candidates forum
sponsored by PSA on Feb. 6, I was
told twice that "this is for the
students." The implication was
obvious- that it was not for anyone
who was not a student; therefore,
non-students should leave.
The "this is for students" statements were prompted by my
objection to PSA's requirement that
questions from the audience must be
submitted in writing for prior
approval. PSA has used thjs tactic
previously to screen questions,
ensuring that question which the
screeners find objectionable are not
asked. It i a means of control, of
censorship, of preventing free and
open dialog.
It also increases the opportunity to
plant questions and rig the event in
favor of the annointed candidate. At
least one Congressional candidate
was concerned that the event would
be rigged.
This is supposed to be a university.
We are supposed to engage in
serious, open inquiry. Audience
should be able to ask tough questions. But PSA's leaders don't want
that. So they make sure the questions
are limited Lo the standard fare
oftballs and cream puff such as
"What would you do about the
defi cit•)" Any clown running for
office can tap dance around something like that.
One would think political science
majors would be intelligent and
informed enough to want more
substantive, more penetrating
questions than that. ot the PSA
crew.
Supposedly we live in a democracy. Suppo edly we live in an open
o iety. Supposedly we do not have
censorship---except at PSA sponsored eYents. You would think
political science majors would have a
better understanding (and would be
more supportive) of democratic
processes than this. You would think

Student to form coalition
"Dissent may not always be pleasant to listen to, and it is
inevitable that it will sometimes be misguided. But it is
everyone's sovereign right. Indeed, when government is seen as
defective or unreasonable, criticizmg it is an unshirkable duty." Wei Jingsheng
These words, written by Chinese dissident Wei Jingsheng, who
is presently jailed for questioning his government, may seem
bloated with idealism and distant to many on our campus.
Indeed, I fear they may seem bloated for America in general.
Although written by a dissident whose government is a genuine
totalitarian one, these words still should hold something for us.
Jingsheng's words should remind us that it is our duty and not
just our right to participate in the institutions we have created to
govern us- regardless of how those institutions or individuals
who run them feel about our participation.
For this reason I will help create a coalition of students who
may have concerns about the operntion of this university. The
sole purpose of the coalition will be to unify and provide an
outlet so students can voice their concerns about the university to
the visiting committee of the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools (SACS).
A SACS visitation team will visit campus Feb. 20 through
Feb. 22 to evaluate whether the university is meeting the association ' criteria for accreditation. The university will not know the
committee's agenda for what they want to see or do until they
arrive, but they more than likely will want to visit with students
either individually or through different representative bodies. A
self-study to determine what weaknesses need to be addressed
and how they are going to be addressed will be presented to the
visiting committee.
But because the university's main intent is to retain accreditation, the report submitted could be slanted toward that goal,
which would defeat the purpose of the self-study.
It is my hope that the creation of an independent coalition of
students will at least help facilitate a more accurate picture of

Letters to the Editor
explaining the actions of coach Oscar
Segovia, or offering assurance that
this situation would never be
repeated, he resorted to Lhe actions of
a lwo-dollar politician, by accusing
the media of bad journalism instead
of io.g lhe i sue a\ band. ,Mr.
Snow, in my best attempt to be
courteous I shall thank you for such
an entertaining piece and also thank
you for causing me to ask this
question: Since you obviously knew
that it was "old news," why did you
not, as Director of Media Services,
infonn the very students who pay
both your salary and your very
generous benefits, of what was going
on? Perhaps you are able to snatch
your tongue away from the cat long
enough to tell the student body why
the AdminisLralion swept this under
the proverbial carpet for, as you
pointed out, three (3) years!
HEY STUDENT BODY ... This is
not the only, or worse problem
concerning the relationships between
the Athletics department and the
student body. One area of great
personal concern is that this department draws almost 50% of all
Student Service Fees, but does not
ever have to justify its expenditures
to the Student Affairs Advisory
Council (The Campus-Life committee that approves all expenditures
from student service fees under
authority of the Legislature of the
State of Texas). So far as anyone
knows, there is an "understood
agreement" between Athletics and
this school's Administrators ... "So
long as they do not spend more than
50% we won't rock the boat."
On the same token, how many
students paying student service fees
would like to see a football team?
I'm sure damn near most of us
would. The athletic administration
does not share our taste in sports, so
it makes us pay over 468,000 dollars
to support a basketball program.
When confronted about this issue,
most of us will hear that it is too
expensive to have both a basketball
team and a football team- so we can
not spon or the sport that the
egregous majority of the student
body prefers. My rebuttal is that the
Handbook of Operating Procedures
that thjs university needs not
states
Samuel Freeman
have both sports to satisfy NCAA
Assoc. professor
requirements ... We have a choice,
Political Science
and have been denied it for far too
long! This idiotesque situation is
analogous to strolling into your
friendly neighborhood Walmart to
buy pair of cheap sneaker and are
forced by upper management to buy
a $60 toa ter and then they have the
The tactic Mr. David B. Snow,
unmitigated gall to not refund your
Director of Media Services, used in
money when you point out the toaster
last week's "Letters to the Editor,"
you just unwillingly purchased has
was very interesting. Instead of
no slots in which to insert a slice of

they would want to demonstrate that
university students are sufficiently
informed and articulate to go beyond
the kinds of mindless fare generally
presented in the press. Dream on.
No, the leadership of PSA has been
well trained- little automatons
seeking to be accepted into the
system, not wanting to offend the
powers that be.
Sadly, but obviously, they have no
understanding of what education is
supposed to be about.
Sadly, but obviously, they trave no
understanding of what democratic
governance, an open society, and the
free exchange of ideas are supposed
to be about.
Sadly, but obviously, they do not
understand that the elected representatives of the nation are supposed to
be accountable to the peoplemeaning the people should be able to
ask them tough, pointed questions.
Sadly, but obviously, they do not
understand that elections are the
primary means by which the people
hold elected officials accountable.
How can that be done if the people
are not free to ask the questions they
want without tho e questions having
to pass through some student censor?
Over the 15 years I have taught at
UTPA, I have attended many events
sponsored by various university
organizations. Never has anyone
ever indicated or implied that those
events were for students exclusively.
More significantly, other than PSA
events, I have never attended a
university event at where members of
the audience were required to submit
their questions in writing.
In his classic work, The SemiSoverei2n People, E.E.
Schattschneider argued that we did
not have democracy in the United
States. We had the illusion of
democracy, the rituals of democratic
government without any of the actual
substance of democracy. PSA
appears determined to do its part to
keep it lhat way.
Certainly this reflects poorly on the
Political Science Department. We
need to ask ourselves what we are
doing in the classroom to produce
students who make such a mockery
of democratic processes.

Student senator
takes offense
to Snow's letter

See SACS, p. 3
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bread!!!
I will take this opportunity to thank
this publication for making space in
these advertisement choked pages to
print a story we all need to hear. I
am grateful to the person ~o so
valiantly wrote this story and
willfully expo cd himself to public
scrutiny and exhumed this particular
skeleton from a cramped, cluttered
and sealed closet, which might have
otherwise never seen the touch of
daylight. Keep up the Good workthis is what The Pan American
should be about.
Before concluding, I want to
personally assure all my constituents
(students of the fonncr College of
Arts and Sciences) and the student
body at large that I am and will
continue to find a solution for these
and many other problems faced by all
of us. I also know that I am not alone
in this light, for although I personally
know some, who when faced with
the grim truth. decide to turn the
other cheek as if to encourage a
better aim next time they are slapped
in the face; Speaking for myself
however (and hopefully some readers
among you) I am sick Past the Point
of Puking about the fashion in which
this school is being run and how our
money is being spent.
***Although I am a Student
Government Association senator, I
am not representing this orgiinization,
this institution or the student body at
this time in any way shape or fonnwhether rumored or implied in any
capacity [This is a disclaimer I am
forced to use in order to save my own
scrawny neck and deny the pleasure
of victory to those who might not like
my views]. I also encourage all of
you reading to call the Student
Government Office at 381-25 17 or
come by our office at the University
Center 3 15 to remind us, your
"official" voice, of our jobs.
George Anthony Guajardo,
Senator, SGA

Tennis, not a part
of academics?
As department chair for Health and
Kinesiology I must take umbrage
with several comments attributed to
James Langabeer, vice president for
business affairs, in the article "Mixed
feelings surround science building
groundbreaking" which appeared in
'The Pan American' last week and
clarify any confusion he may have
caused.
In the article I made the statement
" ... sad that the tenni s courts had to be

See Letters, p. 3
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Letters from p. 2_ _ _ __
torn down to make way for ano ther
teaching fac ility .·· Later in the arti c le
Mr. Langabccr states ··... we arc in the
education business, science education
is going to have to take a lead over
having more courts.'' I would like to
point out to Mr. Langabccr. and any
one else who might think otherwise,
that we too in Kincs io logy arc in the
education business. Just because part
of our education business is o n the
tennis court\ docs not lessen its value
to the total education of university
students. And then to state that
science education is going to have to
take a lead over having more courts
shows a lack of sensitivity to Kincsio logy. We were not asking for more
courts to take precedent over sc ience,
o nly that those that we had need not
be torn down to make room for
another teaching facility.
Later in the article, Mr. Langabccr
appears to o ffer solace to those of us
who use the tennis courts by stating
" ... not forgotten the need for tennis
courts, but they do not, in anyway,
compete with the needs for academics." I have taught at UTPA for the
past twenty-five years and have
always labored under the impression
that the department was in academia

and that any course taught became
part o f a student· s academic record .
Academics takes ma ny forms. It does
not have to occur in a classroom, it
can occur o n a tennis court. Over the
years tennis has proven to be a
valuable experience for many
students . Let's hope that those in
administration who are making
decisions about the direction and
future of the whole university
understand the interdependence and
need to support all aspects of the
institution. Destroying a part of
academia, without having a contingency plan to replace it, is no way to
instill confidence and lead.
Lastly, Mr. Langabeer alluded to
the university talcing another teaching
area, the intramural field, as a site for
the Institute of Trade and Technology.
Actually this too is a teaching area
and again the department will be
negatively impacted in its ability to
deliver services to the students.
Perhaps there is still time to avoid this
loss or at least provide another
teaching area to replace it?

Tennis court quote
hopefully mispoken

Certain remarks by Mr. James
Langabeer, Vice President for
Business Affairs, (The Pan American,
2-1-96) concerning demolition of
eight tennis courts to make way for
construction of a science building
warrant clarification. Mr. Langabeer
states, " We have not forgotten about
the need for tennis courts, but they do
not, in any way, compete with the
needs for academics." His inference
these courts were non-academic
facilities is incorrect; the fact is, they
were built through state funds
appropriated solely for academic
facilities.
One would expect that Mr.
Langabeer, as a ITTPA upper
eschelon administrator, would be
somewhat more cognizant of campus
academic components and their
facilities. In academic 1994-95 alone,
the Department of Health and
Kinesiology, one of 31 ITTPA
academic units, offered 16 sections of
Dr. Layne Jorgensen tennis classes for academic credit on
Chair, D ept. of Health and the nowdestroyed courts. These
Kinesiology sections enrolled approximately 480
students and generated 920 semester

OT-Pan American 1996

it. There is no other agenda for
this coalition than prov iding a
forum that is independent of

credit hours with res ultant grade
calculated by the registrar's office
into stude nts· academic GPAs.
Let us hope that Mr. Langabeer
simply m isspoke on this matter; to
think anything otherwise would be. to
say the least, un ettling.
Bobby Guinn
Dept. of Health and Kinesiology

student government, the administration or faculty .
But the only way this coalition
will ucceed is through participation, which is why I ask all
professors, especially political
science professors, to urge their
students to think about participat-

SACS from p. 2 _ _
student concerns to the SACS '
visiting team. If a coalition
presents students' concerns to the

ing.
Anyone who is interested in
having his concerns voiced or
who would like to join the

accreditation team, SACS could
force the university to address

coalition, please call Trinidad
Gonzales at 381-2555 or stop by
Student Publications in Room
322 of the University Center.

those concerns.
The coalition should be one of
the student representative bodies
the team visits because its only
agenda will be to provide a

Opportunities

Candidate Applications Available Starting:
9:00 a.m., Wednesday, February 14,UC 205
Filing Deadline: 4:00 p.m.Tuesday, February 27

Positions Available:
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
President & Vice President
Student Senators

High Schoo! Junion, Seniors and Graduates who
qualify, may fill vacant pa;itioos in the Texas Army
National Guard. About ~.ooo in salary and education

assistance includes:
• The Mmtganery GIBiD
• Paid Job Sla1I Training
• lhnds-On Experieoce
Uyoo qualify for the Montgomery GI Bill, yoo can
earn up to $190 a IIIOllth for 36 montlls promed yoo
are a ~ student. For more information aboot
the Texas Army Natiooal Guard and additional benefits. call today!
TEXAS

SFC Juan Longoria
210-318-0253

AtTheir Best
Americans
■,...,..,,_r-o
••

r.,,a--

University Program Board

Pharr, on Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1996, at
I :30 p.m. For more information on this
program contact Ms. Gracie Cantu, District Enhancement Coordinalor a1(210)
702-6147 or by writing to Texas Department of T ransportation, Pharr District
International Students - Visitors. Office, P.O . Drawer EE, Pharr, Texas
DV-1 greencard program available. l78577.
800-660-7167-(818)772-7168.
Travel Abroad and Work. Make up
Public otice: The Texas Department to $25-45/ hr. leaching basic
of Transportation (TxDot), Pharr Dis- converstional English in Japan , Taitrict, is pleased to announce the third wan, or S.Korea. No teaching backcall for project nominations for the ground or Asian languages required.
Statewide Transportation Enhance- For information call: (206) 971-3570
ment Program. This program is funded ext. 158632.
through the lntermodal Surface Trans- National Parks Hiring. Positions are
portation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of now available at ational Parks, For1991 and provides up to 80% of eli- ests & Wildlife Pre erves. Excellent
gible programs costs. The call for benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-971nominations begins on Jan. 24 and 3620 ext. N58632.
ends on May I , 1996. Funds available Fast Fundraiser. Rai e $500 in 5
for this program are $40 million state- days. Greeks, groups, clubs, motivated
wide.
individuals. Fast, easy. No financial
Eligible activities under the Enhance- obligation. (800) 862- 1982 Ext. 33.
ment Program include a broad range of
by a
tran portation-related activities, such Start your own business backed
cen1ury
as bicycle and pedestrian facilities, sce- company offering more than a
and value. Call 262-2 67.
nic and landscaping programs and his- of quality
toric preservation activitie .
Cruise Ships Hiring: Travel the world
A workshop to review the Enhance- while earning an excellent income in
ment Program guidelines and nomina- the Cruise Ship & Land-Tour industry.
tion process will be held at the Pharr Seasonal & full-timeemploymcntavailDistrict Office, Assembly Room, lo- able. No experience necessary. For
cated at 600 West Expressway 93, in info., call l-206-971-3550 ext. C 58632.

UTP.\ Students Citrus Fiesta Special
until Feb 15. One years' signed contract - last month free. Six month
signed contract last half-month free.
The Palms. 383-0175.

MacWritc Pro 1.5.
Gain valuable experience
working on The Pan
American. We are carrently
looking for Arts &
Entertainment writers or
mrwspaSNtr layout voluntnrs.
Call 381-2541 for more
'- Information.

Campos Elections
Wednesday & Thursday, March 6-7

CLASSIF IEDS

forum to voice whatever concerns students may have. That is
~
r

Learn to use Pagemaker 5.0.
Adobe Photoshop. and

If you
love
sports
and like to write
come volunteer
atThe Pan
American
in UC 322.
381-2541

President & Vice President
Directorate Member at Large

Student Publications Committee
BALLO T X

BALLOT X

2 positions

Student Rights Committee
1 Position
Your Student Service Fees At Work!

FRIDAY B 104 NIGHT

Political Advertisement Paid for by FIDENCIO M . GUERRA, JR.
Dr. Dan Guerra - Treasu rer• 804 Pecan, McAllen, TX 78501
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ALL DRINK S
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21+ -+ No Cover till 10
18+ -+ $I.CK Cover till 10
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DANCE
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INTERNAelEN1\

4-c,.
You asked fo r them , now you have them !

~C'

TtlONDERCLOOD DAILY COMBOS!!!
only...

Fresh Sub,Crispy Chips &Cold Drink

$3.49

Monday's Comb os o nly$ 2. 99
6"BBQSand wich $1 .99
WeDelivera ndCaterca l l 383-0083
l 002 West University (Across from UTPA)
Watch for our McAllen Location coming soon!!!

(Tues.-Fri.)

ALTERNATIVE M:&RE&fJHE
NIGHT ~A.:RT-1 X

Best Of MTV's 120 M1ri~tes The Best OF
NIN-Ministry-Morrisse y Mariachi Music

NOLANA & BICENTENNI AL

631-6968

McALLEN
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'Las Calaveras Hablan", an exhibit by 1991 graduate Eduardo Garcia 15
t
urreotly on display in the CAS Gallery.
DES will have a meeting on Tuesday. Please call Dr. Don Newman a
·
·
• 21 ~ r

Quartet to perform on Saturday Dance group presents program
One oft he country\ most prom1,-ing and we ll known mu s ical
groups will be performing at 7
p.m. Satu rday in the UTPA Media Theate r.
The A nderson String Quartet,
named after legendary contralto
\1arion Anderson. has had spec1,1cu lar success since their incept1<>n in 1989.
f-'eatu ring Diedra Lawrence on
\ 1ola. Marianne Henry on violin,
.\lama McLeod also on violin and
\11chae l Cameron on ce llo, the
µmu p is c urrently the quartet-inre,1dence at the City College in
>Jew York Ci ty and at the California State Uni versity in Los Angele,.
The grou p , which had perfm med throug hout the Uni ted
St,1te, and Europe, gained worldwide attentio n when they won the
prestig io us Cleveland Quartet
Competition in 1991.
The w in gave them the oppor- The Anderson String Quartet will perform at the UTPA
tunity to further their musical stud- M edia Theater at 7 p.m on Saturday.
ies at the Eastman School of Muby the Office of Student Activities, nior citizen and $5 for the genIn January I 993, they received the Univer ity Program Board, and eral public and at the door. They
can be purchased at the UC, Room
the spec ial honor of being invited the music department.
for
$2
are
concert
the
for
Tickets
305 . For more information call
to perform at President Clinton's
with
staff
and
faculty,
students,
inaugural ceremonies.
381 -3676.
onsored valid ID. Tickets are $3.00 for eT he concert is bein

El Cafetal to feature comedian
Kathy Clemente
Staff Reporter

A rubber-faced comedian who
,pecializes in interactive audience
parti cipation will perform at the
next El Cafetal event at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in the University Ballr-iom .

Run Sutherland has performed
, ... nh .l oc Cocker; Cro~by, Stills and

and
Nash;
Harlem
The
Globetrotters.
He also has appeared on HBO's
"Comic Relief," A&E's "Comedy
on the Road," and "Caro line's
Comedy Hour," MTV's "Half
Hour Comedy Hour," and also
Comedy Central's "Stand Up
Stand Up".
His agent, Jennifer Bowlen, said

that Sutherland relies on his audience to participate in his act.
She aid he has a Icnack for drawing his audience in and making
them contribute to the fun.
Bowlen said he draws his material from everyday experiences.
"He's down to earth and touches
on topic that everyone in their life
goes through," she said

eetheart of a Deal
Up to $250 Off

1st mo. Rent
1-2-3 Bdrms
Starting at $375
Walking Distance to UTPA
• Pools & Tennis Courts
• Play area for children
• Public telephone available
• 24 Hour Police Courtesy
Patrol-Maintenance
• On/Site Management
EL BOSQUE APARTMENTS
1609 W. Seh11nior • Edinburg

~

3 8 3-8382

Lydia Puente
Arts and Entertainment Editor

The University Folkloric Dance
Company will pre enc "Alegria
'96" at 2 p.m. Saturday and Sunday at the UTPA Fine Arts Auditorium.
This year's program features
dance from Mexican tate such
as Michoacan, Tamaulipas and
Puebla. It wa al o feature dances
from the state of Jali co with costume by well-known director and
choreographer Rafael Zamarripa.
One of the highlights of the program is a special dance suite which
incorporate the uniquene s of the
Valley.
"Lluvia de Cuerda ," choreographed by the company's artistic
director, Francisco Munoz, i a
marriage of two dances, the Mexican polka and the Texan two step.
Munoz said the dance was created in honor of the company'
founder, Dr. Amilda Thomas.
He said he wanted to create a
work that depicted the unique culture we have within our surroundings.
"I wanted to create something
energetic and entertaining in a
Broadway style," he said.
Munoz said he finds it difficult
to keep the program fresh from
year to year.
"It can be difficult, but as a choreographer I have spiced things up
in order to communicate with the
audience, which is the main focus
in my work,'' he said.
The group has been busy of late,
traveling to Canada with the UTPA
Mariachi in September and performing with the Valley Symphony

.
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o oric ance ompany

Students Amy Ordonoz, Silvia Briales, Raul Galvan, and
Blas Rodriguez wear costumes featured in the dance
"Cuadro Flamenco".
The company is also organizing
Orchestra.
The group will be on the road a master dance class with th e
again in March to perform a series famed flamenco dancer, Jose
of programs in Cleveland, Tennes- Greco Il, in late February.
Students from all areas are welsee.
"We will be performing along come to audition for the company
with the Mariachi, as part of the by enrolling in the folkloric dance
city's fund-raising activities," he class.
See folkloric p. 5
aid.
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RESTAURANT/ ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
UT-PAN-AM GREEK NIGH
EVERY THURSDAY

Final Membership Recruitment Night
FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER
ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS.
ALSO SIGN UP TABLES
FOR NEXT GREEK GAMES

99(: 11 OZ. BOTTLED SHINER BOCkt
BUD IC E &WEINHARD BOARS HEAD
99<: HEI NEKEN DRAFT ALL NIGHT
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Reviewer compares sea thrillers
Welcome to my theater, please
have your ticket in hand. All those
un~eated will await the next show,
quietly sitting in the lobby until
next week ... Thank you, kind patrons, and we expect to see you
here every week from now on .
We have for your viewing two
films, one a current feature and the
other our weekly classic. Or at least
a classic according to my theory
of film and value of cinematic significance. This way you get more
for your ticket, a bit of history and
excitement twisted into your ordinary cinematic experience. Then
there will be other times, as in the
case of this inaugural column, that
I will simply offer two films with
similar themes or story lines.
As an aspiring filmmaker, and a
relenlless movie junkie, I hope to
reveal the lure and power of cinema by not only recognizing the
modem, current films of this generation, but also those of the past.
The captured relics of a time in
filmmaking and Hollywood that
has vanished, never to reappear,
even though we are faithful and try
to emulate such greatness.

Current:
1995
"White Squall"
Hollywood Pictures
Directed by Ridley Scott
Written by Todd Robinson
Starring Jeff Bridges, Caroline
Goodall, and Scott Wolf
How we deal with the issues of
coming of age, maturing from
youth to savvy, experienced adults
has always been ripe for the Hollywood picking . The interesting
thing is how they try to disguise
this fact in the new, bold picture
from Ridley Scott.
I might blame it on the movie
trail ers that made this appear almost like an action/drama film. We

~~

"Currents and Classics"
Mark M. Milam
Staff Columnist
but in "White Squall" it only serves
as finishing touches to a sweeping
adaptation of true life events.
This is the real story of a voyage
of not only the ocean, but of the
spirit and human condition. Jeff
Bridges plays Sheldon, a driven
man of the ocean who battles the
current and the will of his crew.
He has assembled a crew of young
men to serve roles on the ship as
both sailors and students. Under
these auspicious terms he will lead
them half-way across the world, to
both the brink of life and the clutch
of death.
Jeff Bridges delivers another
steady performance in a role that
requires the calm, calculated style
that he has come to master in recent years. The few attempts that
Bridges has made to move outside
of this seemingly natural range
have been a disappointment... but
of the Bridges family, I will take
him any day over his dad and
brother.
Backing Bridges in this film is
the young upstart Scott Wolf, who
plays Chuck Geig, an eager disciple of Sheldon. Wolf, who is
making his initial attempts at a film
career can count one good mark
under his belt. The other performances achieved a level to support
the plot and the lead actor, but were
not of much remarkable notice.
Director Ridley Scott also deserves some praise, but not really...
his work is at such a level that it
has become expected and often is
overlooked in some respect.
On the "Current and Classics"
rating cale of I through IO ( 10
being the highest) I give "White
Squall" ( 1995) an B..

I
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Classic:
1972
"The Poseidon Adventure"
Directed by Ronald Neame
Written by Paul Gallico
(Novel), Wendell Mayes &
Stirling Silliphant
Starring Gene Hackman,
Ernest Borgnine, Red Buttons,
Roddy McDowall
Yes, this is the movie that has
been abused by the local television
midnight movie special and by the
cable networks who we know generally have no taste or standards in
film programmjng. Yes, you may
even doubt my seriousness or that
of this column for this particular
choice, but I will not be swayed.
This is the perfect companion to
"White Squall" because it deals
with man and nature testing the
will and strength of the other. Not
only are the questions of living and
dying addressed, but the condition
of the human spirit is served notice. Like "White Squall," this film
finds an unlikely collection of personalities and people mixed into
tragic events on the high seas.
"The Poseidon Adventure" takes
us aboard a cruise ship on its final
New Year's Eve journey. Not far
from the cruise line, an underground earthquake sends a wall of
water, a tidal wave, racing towards

THE Crossword

ACROSS
1 Boutique

the unsuspecting crew and guests.
5 - of Troy
10 Beauty parlor
The tremendous wave forces the
item
14 Bustle
liner to flip over and it slowly sub15 Originated
merges to the depths of the ocean.
16 Butterine
17 Arab VIP
Unless the survivors work to18 Complaint
gether, overcoming their personal
19 Gambling game
20 Defense Dept
quirks and hang-ups, they will perheadquarters
22 Disagree
ish. Led by the Reverend Frank,
24 Bakery item
played by a young Gene Hack~an,
25 Calumet
26 Not healthy. In a
they have a mission and a will to
way
29 Something
survive that might overcome the
stored
forces against them.
33 Eisenhower or
Van Doren
We discussed this movie recently
34 Make very wel
at a party. I was getting criticized
36 Moray
37 Mine entrance
for openly supporting this film as
38 Barely enough
39 Red quartz
a classic. I was scoffed at until I
40 Hodges of
made these three points. One, this
baseball
41 Overact
was made in 1972. It is now the
42 Throb
7 Cut of meal
90's and special effects have made
43 " Able was I 8 Psychic's ability:
ANSWERS
Elba"
abbr.
r-=T":-T"::-r::us numb. By today's standards the
45 Time of year
9 Most poor
S V 3
46 Complex of
1O Kind of cake or
ocean and cruise ship scenes are
0
N S
stores
break
V1 Y
shoddy and poorly executed, but
47 Word
11 Swedish king
1 nB
48 Songbird In
12 No more than
it was filmed 20 years ago.
Persian poetry
13 Crude person
My second point was that Gene
5 t Swelled out
21 The best
ll 3
55 Ja1 23 - dixit
I 9
Hackman's performance as the
56 Burn
25 Dried fruit
58 Stem 1oint
26 Picture
preacher was moving and hinted at
59 Uppity one
27 Low point
the depth that he could throw on
60 Old instrument
28 Show pleasure
61 · - go bragh!" 30 Kingdom
the screen. The years and films
62 Alleviate
31 Metrical writing
have provided proof of that.
63 Leavening
32 Senior one
64 Poor grades
34 Show
Finally, I told my gathering of
DOWN
displeasure
1 Pace
35 Kind of bran
friends and critics that as a child
2 Heaoquarters
38 Children
"The Poseidon Adventure" both
3 Norse god
39 Called upon
47 Arithmetic word 52 Had on
4 Artist's creauon 41 Birthright seller 48 Vile
thrilled my soul and scared the hell
53 Actress Adams
5 Bargain
42 Kn1tt1ng stitch
49 Arm bone
54 Lairs
out of me ... and 20 years later it
6 Flynn of Old
44 Drink
50 Asian land
57 Actor
movies
45 Pick
S1 Ah Marvin
still gives me those flashes.
Folkloric
from
p.
4
---"The Poseidon Adventure" is a
well-worn, but timeless gem, and
Tickets for "Alegria '96" are $5 Valley Chamber in Weslaco as well
worth a quick look. On a "Current
in advance at $7 at the door. They as Melhart's Music Center in
and Classics" rating scale of I
McAllen.
through 10, I give "The Poseidon can be purchased at the Chamber
For more information call the
of Commerce in Edinburg, Pharr,
Adventure" a 1 .
McAllen, Mission, Weslaco, and Folkloric Dance Company office
Harlingen and at the Rio Grande at 381-2230.

Just in case
you decide to buy

INSTITUTE

the books
this semester.

Bill Snyder, M.D.
Orthopaedic Surgeon

Specializing In arthroscopic reconstruction
of fhe shoulder and knee.
outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic Injury Fracture Care . .
Joint Replacements On-The-Job lnJunes
2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen
Tel. 210. 686. 2669
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING. DAY AND EVENING HOURS.

ublime
11th st
Hen, tH

J

618.3801

It's everywhere
you want to be:
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Saturday, Feb. 10 -- Baseball vs. Sam Houston State, 1p.m. at Jody Ramsey Stadium
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Broncs hit the road

Pardon me .... do you have any Grey Poupon?

Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The Bronc basketball team collides with Arkansas State in Jonesboro, Ark. at 7:30 p.m.tonight. With
their powerful defensive weapon, the team hopes to
conquer the the Indians, who are one game ahead
UTPA in the conference. The Broncs have a conference record of 4-7 and 6-1 3 overall.
Arkan a State, who leads the conference in field
goal percentages, are al o one of the best three-point
shooting teams in the Sun Belt.
"They like to shoot the ball quickly on each possession and this week we have been working on our
transition defense in preparing for this ball game
against Arkansa State," Mark Adams, head basketball coach said.
Saturday the Broncs will remain in Arkansas to
play the second place team in the conference, Arkan as -Little Rock, who is currently half a game
out of first.
Adams said the Trojans were chosen as pre-season favorites in the conference coaches' polls and
the team also features two future NBA players, Derek
Fisher and Malik Dixon .
"When you look at Arkansas-Little Rock, not only
are they a good basketball team, but they also have
some great and talented offensive players," he said.
" They are one of the hottest teams in the conference."

~roncNotes

Baseball team wins first game

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

Student and Bronc fan, J a y Pope, eats his way to victory during the halftime Thunder Cloud Sandwich Challenge during the men's UTPA game against Southwestern Louisiana o n S a t urday.

The Bronc baseball team won its season opener
against Incarnate Word C ollege, 8-1 , in a seven inning game at Jody Ramsey Stadium on Tuesday.
Shortstop R .J. Garcia drove in four runs with two
hits and pitcher Jody Moore was able to shut out
IWC in the seven in nings. Dean Davidson tripled
and M att Siskowski doubled for UTPA. Moore left
after 98 pitches and seven innings of a three-hit shutout ba ll. Rel iever Rick Navarro allowed two wal ks
and a run scoring sing le. Heath Autrey picked up
an unusual RBI in the seventh when he g rounded
sharply to a drawn-in infield.
The men played a doubleheader yesterday at 1
p.m. and results were not available at p ress time.

' ' Our strength is our inside game and
we are going to try and take
advantage of that when we go on
the road against Arkansas State
and Arkansas-Little Rock."
Mark Adams
Basketball coach
The Broncs' line-up includes big players like forward Kelon Haynie, guard Linwood Bonner, center
Sedat Necipoglu, forward Terrence Fitzpatrick and
5-6 guard Raheem Muhammad.
"Our strength is our inside game and we are going
to try and take advantage of that when we go on the
road against Arkansas State and Arkansas-Little
Rock," he said.
New Orleans holds first place in the conference
followed by Ark.-Little Rock. Adams believes that
from third place to eighth anyhting is possible in
the Sun Belt race.
"For us to have a strong finish this year we need
to do what we did last year and win our remaining
road games because last year we won our last four
games on the road and that put us in a good positio~
going into the conference tournament," he said .
"Three of the four away games are against teams in
the top half of the conference, so we've got our work
cut out for us."

LA6',
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1993-96

IAfkct,Att fe~c6'rtlc
Feb. 10 *Lamar
Beaumont, 4:30 p.m.
Mobile, Ala., 5:30 p.m.
Feb. 12 *S. Alabama
Edinburg, 5p.m.
Feb. 17 *New Orleans
Edinburg, 5 p.m.
Feb. 22 *SW Louisiana
Ruston, La ., 2 p.m.
Feb. 24 *Louisiana Tech
Edinburg, 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 26 •w. Kentucky
New Orleans, 7 p.m.
Mar. 2 *New Orleans
Jonesboro, Art.
Mar. 7-9 SBC Tournament
•----Sun Belt Conference Games

face road teams
Track and field team Netters
Lady Bronc tennis team visits N. Texas,
travels to UH meet TCU and UT-Arlington this weekend
Melissa Vasquez
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The track and field teams will
compete in an indoor track meet
at the University of Hou ton.
Other contenders will be the University of Southern Mississippi,
Stephen F. Austin and Southwestem Louisiana.
A 11 the teams are Division I
teams. and head track and field
coach, Reid Harter is expecting
a \'ery competitive day for the
Broncs.
'The competition will be good,
some of th ose programs are very
good. USL is one of the top programs in our conference:· Harter
said. 'The) ·11 finish first or second in the men and probably fir t
or second in the women or maybe
third in the indoors or outdoors.
They are a team we arc g01ng to
meet later on in the season."
Ha11cr also said UH will be a
tough team to beat in the meet.
H is coached by Tom Tellez,
\\ ho used to coach the great

Olympian Carl Lewis.
"The y ha ve outstanding
sprinters and a well-rounded
team ... So it will be a good test
for us," he said.
UTPA will travel with a full
roster, equally divided with the
men and women. Harte r said
the squads' best events revolve
around the re lays, m iddle distance and jumping events.
Currently Jaime Guzman and
Pablo Almaguer are the leaders
in the men's events with Naomi
Kramer and Elizabeth Ortega
leading the women.
"The stron gest qual ities of
both teams is that they have
been working extremely hard
and everybody has had twicea-day workout," he said. "They
have been training hard and
consistently and I know that in
the long haul that is goi ng to
give u ome good result ."
The first home meet of the
sea on for the Broncs will be
the UTPA Ricky Lozano meet
Feb. 17.

Corps, from p. 1
In exchange for a year or two of ci\'il erYice.
AmeriCorps member~ earn awards to help pay back
studt:>nt hm~ and finance college. graduate ,chool
or \Ocational training . Passed by a bipartisan \'Ote
in Congres,. AmeriCorps was signed into law by
Pn::-.ident Cl111to11 on Sept. 21. 1993.
Amt:>riCorps: College Bound is the program under AmcrCorp, \\ hich •~ directly inYOIYed \\ ith helping disadYantaged ~tudent~ t'nter college. graduate
and mo,e on to part1c1pate more fully in America·s
economic and ,ocial life .
L' p,, ard Blittnd at L'TPA. "h1ch pro\'1des inten-

Sports Editor

With the freezing weather last weekend, the men's and women's Bronc
tennis teams were forced to reschedule their only home matches of the
season against Laredo College for
later in the season. The weather and
the cancellation put a damper on the
teams' preperation time for the upcoming road trips.
The women face a long roal schedule this weekend. They wiU play in on
Friday at 2 p.m. in Denton, on Saturday at 11 a.m. at Texas Christian University in Fort Worth and finally on
Sunday at 10 a.m. at The University
of Texas - Arlington.
The men are scheduled for two
matches. The first is at 2 p.m. Saturday against Baylor University, and the
second is Sunday at 10 a.m., with New
Mexico State, at the University of
Texas-San Antonio.
Tennis Coach Greg Hilley believes
that the weather was a negative aspect
for the team as they prepare to set off
on a long and tough road schedule.
" It (Laredo College match) would
have prepared them better for the upcoming road trips, but that was un-

ive academic and personal support to low-income
and other fir t-generation college tudents, was chosen a one of the testing programs for AmerCorps:
College Bound.
·Thi i the fir t year, .. Harvey aid, speaking of
AmeriCorp . "We are pioneers in this."
Dendea Balli. coordinator for Upward Bound and
the 1ational Educational Liai on for AmeriCorps:
College Bound. belie"es the program isn't ju ta purt
of volunteer energy.
··The AmeriCorps members are giving us a lot of
,·olunteer work and a lot of their time and commitment." said Balli. ''They are the one_ who are going
to make the program grow by being role model for

usual with the coldest weather hitting
the Valley in a very long time that weekend," Hilley said.
The last time the women played
North Texas and TCU, they were defeated both times, but UT-Arlington Is
new to the schedule. The outcome of
the match will be a surprise for the
women, who Hilley believes are a mueb
better team than last year.
''Traditionally, TCU is better than
the other two, but the other two are
decent teams," he said. ''We are going
to go up there and see who they got and
see how it ends up."
The women who will be participating in the upcoming matches are Yvette
Viljoen, Karen Bowley, Gladys
Fernandez, Jessica Sanchez, Erica
Sanchez, Celeste Bernal and back-up
player Cristel Escalona.
The men will be taking Gianni Von
Naeher, Jesus Garcia, Rafael Gonzalez,
Brian Smith, Horacio Gutierrez and
Greg Lawrie, who wiU be going In place
of Alex Rasera, who is out with a shoulder injury.
' 'Baylor has beaten us the last two
years that I have been coaching here
and I am looking for a more competitve
match this year because I think we are
stronger this year," Hilley said.

•
The Pan American/Liza Longoria

Bronc tennis player Jesus Garcia practices his
swing during Monday afternoon practice. The
men will play at Baylor University on Saturday
and then head to UTSA on Sunday.

other AmeriCorps members coming in, and I think
that the life cycle of AmeriCorps is long-standing,
here in the community and across the United States."
Seven AmeriCorps: College Bound members are
helping to succes fully fonn and maintain the program.
They are:
Cathy Harvey of Missouri, who is working with
Upward Bound, Public Relations, and students who
are in the Hispanic Mother-Daughter Program.
Joshua Murphy of Wisconsin, who is working with
Upward Bound in the area of financial aid and who
has al o set up and maintained tutoring sessions at
local high schools.

Ruben Martinez Jr., a local resident, who is organizing and supervising a mentor group for Upward
Bound.
Errol Glazer and Janet Molina, both local residents,
are working on the mentoring project for the Hispanic Mother-Daughter Program.
Charles Haley, and Mary an Escamilla, both local
residents, who are working with the High School
Equivalency Program. Escamillais the program's
newest member.
One of the ideas behind the recruitment of
AmeriCorps: College Bound members is to transfer

See Corps, p. 7
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ARREL OF FUn

DEFen11ve DRIVlnG
/CHOOL
HE VALLEYS FIRST COMEDY
EFENSIVE DRIVING SCHOOL

GOT A /PEEDlnG TICKET?
"LAUGH IT AWRYI"
- PLENTY OF BREAKS · CONFORTABLE SEATING
- TAUGHT B Y COMEDI ANS
- SPANISH CLASSES AVAILABLE

,e,

In
W' Clo,
Harlingen 6.
mcAllen

618-JOKE
618-5653
1-800-511-JOKE

Y&S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attenuon Health Career Students
Littman Lightweight Stethoscope $39.95
Lab Coats Starting at $25.95
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.

210 E. Cano • Edinburg, Tx
318-1194
We honor Visa • Master• Discover
Layaways Welcome
Larger Showroom

BOOKS •

GIFTS

CARDS •

SPECIAL ORDERS WEL COME

5 19 -4750
SPRINGF IELD BUSINESS CENTER
(ON 495 BETWEEN S H ARY AND
GLASSC OCK)

M O N·SAT

SUN

I O A M - 7 PM

I PM· 5 PM

Harvey. who graduated from
Cul\'er-Stockton College in
Canton, Mo .. in May 1995,
received her bachelor' s degree in
communication s. with an emphasis in journalism.
ever forgetting what Upward
Bound did for her college
preparation, Harvey went back to
work for the program. A flyer
she received on AmeriCorps:
College Bound at UTPA sparked
her to get involved.
LATE NIGHT COPIES
"I was jobless. looking for a
X:OOPM till Mid11i~ht
job, but not really sure about
Ju~t Bring in this Co11po11for
what I wanted to do," Harvey
aid. "This was really there for
¢ .,; me; it was an answer to 'Oh my
Sl'l"l 1('
Hund
Cot>it'" ll.5", II " n·;.:. White 5/~1/96
goodness, I have all of these
• con•o~ EXPIRES
I"
college loans on my mind, how
Color Copies • Binding
am I ever going to pay them
IBM 6 e Desktop Publishing
off?' ... or 'I just need experience,
011,·111-1 IH)llRS E.-ery Day
7 Davs a Weck
something different than MisJOO I s. IOlh ·s,. l\kAllm, TX
souri to broaden myself a little
(210)682-~0-m F:tx(2I0)<,82-4013
bit more and to really get away

them in from other state .
causing a learning experience to
develop for both parties involved. Because of the challenges faced with being a new
program, most members were
asked to serve in their native
states.

s
kinko·
the copy center

S,·lf31/ 2 ·~

Ja

'S COME DOR
LALO
New owner from Laredo, TX.
~

Mt,

324 E. Cano • Edinburg, Texas

~

Open 7 days 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Ureakfast
6

a. m. -11 a .m.
All Choices
$1.80

383-6501
DINNER SPECIAL
5 p.m. to 9p. m.
Fish· · · · · · · · · - · - $3.99
Shrimp - • - • - - • - • - $4.99
Parri llada • - • • • • - • - $8.99
Para 2 personas

~

·_ .

.~,;..

E p iscopal

C anterbur y Associiat:ion

results of her transfer.
"It has been such a wonderful
experience for me, being able to
help the students," she said.
"In Missouri, our minority
students are primarily AfroAmerican, not Hispanic because
there are virtually no Hispanics
in our area. Now, I am working
with a program that is primarily
Hispanic. One of the major
differences I see from that
program and the one down here
is that I see there is a need for
me here. I see that there are
things I can contribute to both
the Hi panic Mother-Daugh ter
Program and Upward Bound."
For Harvey, and the other six
members of AmeriCorps:
College Bound, it's all about
giving back to a program that
has given so much to them.
"Whenever someone refers to
us down here, giving of
ourselves ...to be honest with
you, we could give and give and
still what we receive from the
program is 10 times that," she
said.

Holy Communion ~ Chapel of the Lord's Prayer
Followed by Lunch (No Charge)
1st Wednesday & 3rd Tuesday
Noon

Lunch
11

a .m. - 3p.m.

Prices at $1.99,
$2.99 & $3.99

(210) 428-4111

Now Buying Used Levis Jeans &..
Name Brand Used Tennis Shoes.
Come By For Quick Cash!

(210) 631-1244
LUXURY APARTMENTS
1301 W. Carmen
1 milt north of Pan Am on Sugar Rd
(Daffodil Eslates Subdivision)

• Grill &Sports Bar

CEILING FANS IN EACH ROOM.

EACH APARTMENT 925 + SQ. FT
FENCED. LANDSCAPED

(Full Service Restaurant)
1615 WEST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG• 381-0124

GOOD CENTS APARTMENTS.
DISPOSAL. REFRIGERATOR.

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS.
ASSIGNED COVERED PARKING

WASHER & DRYER CONNECTIONS.

SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM

IDEAL FOR ROOMMATE OR

LARGE BACK YARD.

FAMILY PLAN
ONLY MINUTES FROM PAN AM

VAULTED CEILINGS
WALK-IN CLOSETS.

GRILL

AND SCHOOLS

RENT . .. $495 includes water & trash pickup . .$350 Deposit.

Available Feb. 1, 1996
Now Taking Apllications

BURGERS• STEAKS• SEAFOOD•
APPETIZERS• BANDS ON WEEKENDS•
:
4 TV SCREENS

CALL ALEX AT 682-1819 . . . OR 638-6427 .

• =t.;1.1

EtPA TO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

RA'S Billards is still in the same location. Restaurant
next door. All American Food. Austin sports bar
atmosphere . Plenty of parking, additional parking
onwestside ofthebuildin g&inthebac k.
Call in orders welcome 381-0124.

VALLEY-WIDE

Specializing in handmade tortillas
Mrs. G's homemade recipes
All food made fresh daily on premises

WIITE FLOUR

PATOS
TRY 'EM,
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

Students,sta ff & fa c ulty l 0%discount with UTPAI.D.

124

CALL AHEAD
FOR FASTER SERVICE!

McAllen, TX 78501

. UNLIMI TED Internet Access!
Students

• Faculty • Staff

• All 28.8K modems • Full, uncensored, uncut Newsfeed

• NO b u sy signals • Your own World Wide Web home page
For a limited time, bring in your validated ID and get 1/2 off
y our first month's service. Or if you're already online with
anothe r service (America Online, CompuServe, or a local
provid er. bring u s a copy of your current bill and try HiLine
for 30 d ays FREE! What've you got to lose?!
We've got Brownsville
access lines, too!
HiLine Internet Services, Inc.
519 Nolana, Suite 100
McAllen , TX 78504

LUXURY LIVING AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

l 5POOL TABLES• DARTBOARDS•
1BIG SCREEN & 4TV SCREENS•
SMOKELESS ATMOSPHERE

Forlnform ationCal l381- Q

Maris ela's Ropa Usad a

2245 Austin

Orders to go extra .25¢ We cater parties
These specials good all day for university students, staff & faculty only.

•

to decide what it is I want to do
in my life."
What the move from Missouri
to South Texas meant for Harvey
was a lot of soul searching.
"It's not just a simple as
AmeriCorps, or me coming
down to Texas from Mi souri,
but really, it is taking somebody
and putting them in a completely
different environment while
aying: ' ink or swim' .
For Harvey, much of the
Valley came as a cultural shock.
"I uprooted my elf to come to
a place where I had never been
before without anything," she
said. "I feel I have been completely, culturally emersed into a
different society. What that has
involved for me is a lot of
learning. I have to learn e,cactly
hew to handle myself becau e
I'm in a different area. Generally, across the board, people are
all the same, yet I am in a
different area and different
culture."'
Harvey is enjoying her adventure and is encouraged by the

The Valley's Only
Full-Service Internet Provider.'

CRUISE THE CARIBBEAN WITH

Sato'I ravel

7 DAY CRUISE ON AUG. 30-SEP. 6, 1996
OUT OFNEW ORLEANSFOR ONLY
$535.00 PER PERSON
(INSIDE CABIN)
AIRFARE NOT INCLUDED
CALL OR STOP BY OUR OFFICE FOR DETAILS

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. SUNDAY 8 A.M.

Satdlra vel-

ACROS S FROM UTPA

Open l l a.m. - l0p.m.Sun-Thurs
11 a .m . - 2 a .m . Fri &Sat.

university Center • Room 319.
(210) 316-1971

EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725
Check Local Listings!

Direct from
Los ;;lnqeles

EEPfjNG

The World Jc.enowned

Ande rson
String Quar tet

WITIH

At The
UTPA Media Theater
February 10, 1996
From 7 p.m. To 9 p.m.

Tickets Now On Sale
)Ir Tlit Un/vastry Centa :Xm. 305
l.JT'P)I Students Wtrli Valid JD Sz.oo
l./T'P_,.1 faculty. Sraffl17trli Valid JD
)Ind Senior Ctrtuns $3 00
General 'Publtc Or )Ir The Door S5.00

Is it the sound of that whispery voice , or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigu e get the best of you. Vivarin's• the safe

For Further Information, call (210) 381-3676

way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.

Sponsored by The Office of Student Activities,
The University Program Board And
The UTPA Music Depamnent
Your Student Service Fees At Work!

So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

Revtle with

\

Office o f SruJcnt Development. O\visi.:>n u ( S\udcn1 Afh..m .

tr spcc1;i,I :iccommo.i.lllons are ncccss:LJY. pie~ call the Office or

'

Srudcnl Ac:tivibcs at (~!Ol 381 •3676 3t Inst 5 d3)S rnor m the C\' cnt
so that .1.pprnpnatc m:1nc:crncnu i ;an he mJdc

C l995

so::.~~~~~:.=i:m

Eaco :ab,et cCY1ta es 20C rr;i c1:a•e 'e

f

ea.a' to about '.Ml cues o! co"ee Use CY1iy as o recleo

.-..;;",,;;;~~r~:J
•
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Valentine's Day brin8s romance to campus
"Spend time with my wife and go
out to dinner.'·

" Love, what else is there,"
Steve Ortiz, engineering sophomore

David Caballero, biology freshmen

" A gold chain and a bear with my name on
it and some candies."
John Garza, occ. therapy sophomore

"A single rose with a card ."
Josie Briseno,pre-med freshman

"Honesty and Faithfulness."

"A dozen red roses and a candlelight

Alex Rios, chemistry freshman

dinner,"
Jennifer Flores, phys. therapy freshman

" A nice candlelight dinner for two at a nice
restaurant,"

" Be alone with my girlfriend."

Maribel Garza, education junior

Abram Hernandez, pre-med freshman

Francisco and Sandra Rodriguez

" A single rose,"
Michelle Hiriak, elementary ed. freshman

" A imple Valentine's card."
Mary Sanchez, nursing freshman

Say It With
Roses
Happy
Valentine's
Day

"Might as well face it,
you're addicted to love."

"Something that has more meaning than a
material thing,"

-Robert Palmer-

Vivian's rlower &hop
M

1116 S. Closner
(I Block North of H.E.B.)

Laura Delgado, kinesiology sophomore

••••••••••
CR_,,...., •••
•

686-5252

686-1204

•

- -yll'V 8/

/¢

w-V,,/UND -,!u~~~o/

• Roses • Carnations • Vanity Baskets • Gourmet
Baskets • Stuffed Animals • Cookie Baskets •
Mugs of Kisses• Musical Treats •Sexy Baskets
for your Special Valentine
Jae-Lin's will deliver Valentine gifts beginning Feb. 12.
Open on Sunday and evenings beginning Feb. 5.

•
•

c.,

•
•

..... .....

We deliver and we accept Credit cards.

4801 North 10th St. • McAllen

RlEJIIJ ~

1ii~•IE:

~

W~.!W~d;J,p eru-LiJ-=~~ ~. !!7etf.

~

Qoses • Balloons • 8tuffed Animals
Artificial Bouquets • fruit Baskets
Carnations

383-8611

Send America's favorite
flowers to someone special
including yourself!
ORDER EARLY
We Gel 11 R1gh1

Julian Solis, occ. therapy freshman

V 383-0871 383-3116

1320 N. Closner
Edinburg

" Anything, chocolates it would not matter."

t.'p

UTPA

Fig. 3. The Geometry of Taste

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Member of the American College Health Association
BUSINESS OFFICE HOURS;
Monday - Friday
8 a.m. To 5 p.m.
Tues. 8 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Happy Valent ines
Say it with Flowers
Redbook-AFS-All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Add yo11r ch oice offresh fixin's to a S11bway Footfong
a nd y o1t"11e got the equation f or a great sandu ·ich. B ecause
a t S11bway. u 'e have the ang le on taste.

Roses • Carnations • Balloons
Exotics• Stuffed Animals• Fruit
Basket Goodies
10%discountw ithvalid Pan-Am I. D. card.

00

,SUB WA'r

C l!!'!Ui Doctor's A111c1.alH. Inc

l 02S. 2nd St. Edinburg

618 N. l 0th McAllen

380-1615

630-4376

383-126 1 • 383-126 7
1-800-3 11-2032
3123 South Highway 281
Edinburg, Texas 78539

MEDICAL CARE HOURS:
8:30 • Noon 1- 4 p.m. M -F
Tues. 8 :30 a.m.- Noon
1 v.m. - 7 P.m.

•

FREE patient consultation with physician,

•

physician assistants and nurses for all currently
enrolled UTPA students.
New FLU VACCINE AVAILABLE NOW

•

FREE HIV TESTING Monday 9 a.m. to l l a.m. and

•

I p.m. to 3p.m and Friday 9 a. m. to 11 :30 a.m .
Pharmacy

•
•
•

Laboratory

•
•
•

Confidential Pregnancy Testing
PAP Smears

•
•

Immunizations, including Chicken Pox Vaccine
Insurance

Sexually Transmitted Disease Information
Contraceptive Information
Medical Treatment For: colds, flu, sore throats , ear
aches, ~e~ological problems, urinary tract problems, digestive tract problems, minor injuries

Located in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room J03
For more information call
381-2511

